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About This Game

"ConflictCraft” is a simple strategy game set in an alternate reality where you control the battle against the armies of ISIS. Your
goals are to control all points on the map, destroy all enemy bases, and defend your units and strategic resources.
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Your bases generate unit points every 10 seconds, and you can send half of the units from your bases to any position on the map.

To destroy your enemies, you have tanks, attack helicopters, support helicopters, jets, and rocket missiles. Forces can be
upgraded, allowing for customized strategies and tactics.

There's local multiplayer mode with full controller support, play with your friends and compete against each other.

You can even create new maps with the built in level editor and challenge the community!
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Badim
Publisher:
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Release Date: 8 Dec, 2016
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One of the best games that i played!
. Wasn't sure what it was, exactly, when I got it.
It's a book, a 467(If I remember correctly) page book.
The enviroment changes around you as the story moves forward.
It is a unique way of reading a book as you can listen to the narrator or read it and turn the pages yourself.
I can see other books doing this. Say, a Harry Potter book reading. As they read, you go from under the cupboard to the hotel,
the shack, on the train, in Diagon Alley, so forth.
If you want to read a new book in a new way, this is one way to do it. I liked it but others may not.. Fun game with a great sense
of humor!. It is a Mad Max world, baby!

Well, technically mad max is dieselpunk and this game is steampunk. But car battles, man! the idea of the world is amazing.
really! It's like, you're playing inside the Mad Max world. However, playing options are too limited. But more importantly, i'm
getting serious crash dumps over and over. But this is probably because of my system. Still, in full game, I would like to
decrease the graphic settings more.. I don't have any reason to farm in real life anymore.... I gotta say that I official found this
game easy and fun.

What you gotta do is get the Frog Princes to kiss their brides. Boom they are human again.

Short and fun. I played 4 hours on it.

The only thing I hated is the glitches. Off and on. >.<. It's simply good. My sister and I played Multiplayer, which was a fun
experience... until it crashed on us. A.K.A. the pause menu glitching. It was still fun. (besides the fact that the bonus levels are
HARD) We still beat it. I loved Tasty Planet - Back for Seconds, Tasty Planet, and now, Tasty Blue. It's definitly worth the
6USD. Or 3.59USD (if the summer-sale is going on.) I 100% reccomend the game. 10/10.. Really poor cockpit graphics.
In autopilot panel, theres no button to change the heading.
Really underpowered
Needs an update. New stuffz.
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What a fun game!
-It gets the heart racing and has hours of gameplay available.
-Great soundtrack
-Smooth gameplay
-Tons of levels
. Bought this game to play with my girlfriend. We both thoroghly enjoyed it, some of the puzzles had us both thinking of
soloutions for what seemed like hours but it was an entirely enjoyable experience. Only wish it was a bit longer (Expansion
maybe? wink wink nudge nudge). Great Puzzle game.. I grew up with this beautiful game. Can recommend it for everyone..
Screenshot simulator. Starts easy, grows gradually more difficult, just like most puzzle/logic games like this.

But then it just jumps right into the complex dimension, throwing setups that seem impossible at first, having to (ab|re)use
modules on each other in really unexpected ways and tweaking timings carefully. And seems I'm just about half way through...

I like a lot.. DAMN!!! this is retro!!! LOVING IT ALREADY!!! cool characters kawaii indeed ^_^ ill pick this one uhhh sheild
tipe three to choose from cool nice to have options on that so this ones cool... dificulty easy whats that?? nehh arcade yes!! ok
tutorial woahhh weird...seems i have two bars i can fill up ehh ill just skip it and figure it out myself... ok so this button is shoot
and move around ok got it nothing new this one slows my ship down quite a bit thats useful im sure ok shooting everything this
going well havent been shot down yehholy crap this guy is shooting on my right and left a little too close for comfort what the...
i seem to be building meter...whats it for??hmmm maybe a button will O_O daaaaamn shot a big mean beam how the hell ohhh
i get it u gotta let the bullets graze you then...counter HA!!! GRAZE COUNTER I GET IT NOW!!!...heheh clever title...and
what are all these stars points? yeah... but also seems to be filling up my *OTHER* meter wth is that??? hmmm its not full and i
cant seem to find a button to use it...maybe it needs to be full but how do i fill it up if i cant seem to get these stars from
shooting down enemies with my regular guns...DAMN!!!! thats a lot of bullets comming at me better use that slow down and
concentrate nf dodging... my percentage is going up...100% ok so my meter is full again screw it this is too intence i better take
what ever i can down with me!! NICE!!! i just activated a sheild at the same time i shot that mean beam i better move to a safe
spot nice stars came out WOAH!!! my *OTHER METER* filled up sweet how do i use it crap mini boss ok got him down half
health how do i use that other meter tho >_< maybe this button DAMN!!! my guns are just shooting wayyyy more powerful
shots and killed everything way faster red stars?? and what the?? that enemy just droped three power ups... uhhh ill get that one
to fill up my guage again READY FOR WHAT EVER IS THROWN AT ME!!! BOSS X_X... this game is AWSOME!!! the
music the pixels the game play the art the bosses I LOVE EVERYTHING ABOUT IT!!!! it was a little short tho T~T but
AWSOME!! and if youre a fan of SHMUPS!! id say go for it I HOPE THEY KEEP MAKING GAMES LIKE THIS!!! get that
headset and a joystick ready tho heh made it way more fun for me go ahead try it!!! *hands you the controller*. super fun game
and even more fun with a couple of friends around!
also the price isnt the problem :D. Bugs. Alot of them. Some of them just annoying, some of them make game unplayable.
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